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Abstract: In the last decades, the issue of the behavior geared towards society and the environment of
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) has created a new niche for economic researches. Most
studies point out that entities operating in the forestry sector, despite having difficulties in applying
valid corporate social responsibility (CSR) instruments, are concerned about the role they play in
society. Therefore, they tend to develop their business by giving importance to the principles of
sustainable development. The aim of the paper was to propose an econometric model to report the
sustainability of non-financial performance for the companies operating in the forestry field. The main
objectives of the study focused on defining and analyzing the studied problem through the specialized
literature, defining and conceptualizing the statistical model in order to identify the risk factors and
vulnerability, influencing the forestry sector in Romania. In this context, based on a sample of 248
Romanian active companies in the forestry sector in four distinct sectors, we calculated a number of
indicators specific to the forestry sector in order to identify the risks and vulnerabilities and analyze
the entities associated with this sector. Our research led us to the conclusion that, as far as the forestry
sector is concerned, the companies that operate in Statistical classification of economic activities in the
European Community (NACE) 240 and NACE 210 have registered superior results compared to the
average in regards to the vulnerability of the sector, while those that operate in NACE 220 and NACE
230 focus mostly on those vulnerabilities regarding the risk zone of their sustainable development.
The study could be useful both to stakeholders by giving them the possibility to identify those entities,
classified according to the NACE code, taking into account the sector vulnerabilities and the risks
associated with the profile market, as well as to the state that could influence through economic
policies the sectors in which vulnerabilities are manifested.
Keywords: corporate social responsibility; sustainability; vulnerability; sustainable development;
environmental management

1. Introduction
Within the context of increasing interest for sustainable development, the business entities need
to explain the manner in which their activity influences the environment and the society at large.
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As far as Romania is concerned, like in the case of the other European countries, more than 99% of
the companies that operate within the economy are part of the small and medium-sized enterprise
(SME) category. Consequently, the understanding of the impact of their activities on the quality of the
environment and the community is gradually becoming a target in itself.
The forestry field is environmentally sensitive. Forestry companies often focus on environmental
strategies in order to improve the legitimacy of their economic activities [1]. In Romania, the impact of
the companies operating in the field of forestry and exploitation of the environment and the way to
diminish it has become of utmost top importance. Being part of an environmentally sensitive industry,
forestry companies often focus their communication strategies on environmental issues in order to
attain the legitimacy of their economic activities [2].
This should be a priority in the business strategy of all companies carrying out activities that have a
negative impact on the environment itself. It is necessary and vital for the future generations that these
companies combine both the economic and financial dimensions with the social and environmental
ones so as to provide users with a broader perspective on their activities [3]. Most market shifts,
combined with multiple reforms within the European agricultural sector, have led to a reduction in the
profitability of the forest sector [4]. Compensation contracts can encourage forestry development and
bio-security efforts [5]. In addition to the financial reporting that is disclosed to the public, they include
an environmental report, too. This report can outline the actions through which these companies
contribute to the protection of the environment, as well as to the improvement of the standard of
living of the society that they operate in [6,7]. Large companies are more likely to face government
institutions [4], mass media, environmental organizations, and other stakeholders by being able to
demonstrate that they are socially responsible [8]. Nowadays, we live in a world where positive
financial results are of utmost importance. That is why we need to pay more attention to the concept of
social responsibility and sustainability reporting, too.
Starting from the belief that the resources offered to us by the environment are limited and their
regeneration time is a very long one in itself, it is very important to focus on identifying all the means
by which the sustainability of the environment can be reached. Forestry companies need to address the
corporate social responsibility (CSR) issue so that, apart from the financial balance sheet presented on
the Public Finance website, in the case of the non-listed companies, an environmental review should be
designed, too. The existence of this balance sheet expresses the interest that the companies operating
in this field of activity have in terms of environment protection. This sustainability report will give
companies a much more credible and more favorable picture in regards to the information users. Based
on this balance sheet, companies will broaden the database that the external users need in order to
establish the investment decisions.
Sustainable development has been declared a political goal for the European Union since 1997, and,
starting with 2002, the European Council adopted the EU’s project for the Sustainable Development
Strategy during its session held in Barcelona. The key objectives of the Sustainable Development
Strategy aim at four key segments, as shown in the following figure (Figure 1).
As can be observed, environmental protection is a key element of sustainable development in the
context of the efficient management of global resources. In this case, both the economic and social life,
combined with the natural environment itself, represent a complex global system that has multiple
interconnections based on the human development, decisions, or actions in a field that has multiple
implications in other areas [9].
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those that are rich in forestry resources (i.e., Suceava, Caraş-Severin, and Valcea counties) with a
percentage of about 40%–50%, and those lacking these resources (i.e., Călăraşi, Ialomita, and Ilfov)
with approximately 3%–5% of the forest out of the total area of the county.
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According to the Romanian Government [11], from a socio-economic point of view, the exploitation
of forests generates resources, especially wood. There is various use with an emphasis on the energy
field (about half of the renewable energy consumed in the EU is generated by wood), timber, paper
and the panel industry, etc. Forests also provide “non-timber” products, such as food (i.e., forest
fruits and mushrooms), cork, resins, oils, etc. It also contributes to the development of certain services
(i.e., hunting, tourism, etc.). Forests are a source of jobs, especially in rural areas. Forests occupy an
important place within the national and European culture.
The idea outlines the benefits brought by its resources. Regardless of the category, it belongs to,
each resource contributes to the welfare of the environment, especially to society itself.
The study has a regional character by taking into account a sample of 248 companies active in the
forestry sector from the N-E region of Romania, which carry out their activity mainly in Suceava county.
We mentioned that the forests covered more than a quarter of the surface of Romania, more precisely
27.6% at the end of 2018 [10]. Between 2001 and 2018, more than 300,000 hectares of forest were cut in
Romania, according to an online platform called Global Forest Watch, which publishes interactive maps
based on the images provided by satellites [12]. Due to this platform, we could understand and follow
on any desired region the phenomenon of deforestation in Romania. The counties where the largest
deforestation has been made in the last 15 years are in order: Suceava, Harghita, Maramures, and
Cluj. According to the interactive maps published by Global Forest Watch, Suceava is the county that
lost the largest area of forest in the 2001–2016 period, i.e., 46,300 hectares (the average for the country
during the same period was 7100 hectares). This region was chosen because Suceava county ranks first
on the national level in terms of forestry (439,046 thousand hectares) and also on the first place on
deforested areas. Considering these aspects, we considered that the CSR issue is becoming extremely
important in the forestry sector, as the massive deforestation in Romania is a national security problem.
The following research objectives supported the achievement of the aim of the present study:
the 1st objective: defining and analyzing the studied problem based on the specialized literature
by comparing the analysis methods proposed by the international researchers in order to identify
their divergent and convergent opinions regarding the phenomenon studied; the 2nd objective:
developing the phenomenological analysis framework based on a presentation of the European issue
on sustainable development, identifying the national traceability of the issues of convergence and
sustainable development in Romania, and presenting the actual situation of the studied sector with
reference to Romania; the 3rd objective: identifying the risk factors and vulnerability, influencing
the forestry sector in Romania based on the prospective analysis of the national market related to
the forestry sector, a phenomenological analysis of the networking, and identification of the critical
indicators for the suggested sample.
Our findings contributed to the following aspects. Firstly, we examined the connection between
the corporate social responsibility (CSR) and concepts, such as corporate financial performance
(CFP) [13–16], non-financial reporting [13,17], sustainable development, sustainability reporting,
socially responsible firms [18], sustainability of SMEs [19], CSR disclosure [20], CSR mandatory [21],
environmental reporting [22], social responsibility investment [23], corporate social performance [24],
forest management [25]. Secondly, in this study, the two-stage least squares method (TSLS)
technique [26] was used for developing an econometric model of estimating the risk/vulnerability of
the sustainable development based on the general coefficient of vulnerability of the sector (GCVs),
considering four areas of activity in the forestry sector. Finally, based on the econometric model,
we discovered that, as far as the forestry sector is concerned, the companies that operate in the field of
silviculture and other forestry activities and the field of support services to forestry have registered
superior results compared to the average in regards to the vulnerability of the sector. At the same time,
those that operate in the field of logging and gathering of wild growing non-wood products focus
mostly on those vulnerabilities regarding the risk zone of their sustainable development.
The study is structured into six sections. The next section offers a theoretical framework that
helps develop assumptions that would be tested, as well as a review of the literature on sustainability
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reporting as a mixture of CSR and sustainable development. In this respect, for a clearer vision of the
concepts, we would resort to the structuring of analysis on related phenomena based on the technique
of dissociation phenomena, studying sustainability reporting as a mixture of CSR and sustainable
development. The third section sets out the research methodology of our study, including the data
sources, the means that were used, and the details of the performed analysis. In this section, we have
suggested a reporting model, facilitating the sustainable development assessment process in the context
of the forestry sector. The fourth section presents the outcome of the study. The study ends with a
conclusion of the findings of the study, as well as observations on their limitations.
The study could be useful both to stakeholders, by giving them the possibility to identify those
entities, classified according to the NACE code, taking into account the sector vulnerabilities and the
risks associated with the profile market, as well as to the state that could influence through economic
policies the sectors in which vulnerabilities are manifested and to improve the social responsibility
system construction.
The overall methodology and the measures to be taken are shown below.
2. Theoretical Background
2.1. A Brief Overview of the Scientific Field
In the context of today’s economy, the concept of “corporate social responsibility” has gained
momentum. Its importance derives from the very attitude of the companies that have understood the
importance of the impact of their activity on the environment they operate in.
The interest of the academic field in regards to environmental protection with the aid of all possible
tools has grown, especially in the case of those companies carrying out activities that have a qualitative
and quantitative impact on the environment. This can be quantified through the impressive amount of
articles that were published in ISI Thompson Reuters indexed magazines and journals.
At first, the researchers were concerned with defining the concept of CSR and highlighting the
advantages of its promotion within the economic entities. Nowadays, their concerns are also geared
towards the design of new reporting tools and non-financial performance results that are a consequence
of the activity of these companies through which stakeholders can have access to the information
on the environment and society. Some authors [27–29] regard the CSR as being related to the equity
concentration so that the public companies and the listed ones have a specific capacity to disclose
information in the CSR activity. Other authors [8] have focused on disclosing the indexes and build
correlations analysis for a better understanding of the CSR’s implementations.
As far as the non-financial reporting is concerned, we used the keywords “non-financial reporting”
or “sustainability reporting” as search parameters. There were 867 results found (articles and proceeding
papers) for 1994–2019. It is worth mentioning the fact that starting with 2012, the number of studies
focusing on this specific issue has considerably become important internationally.
During the same period, the areas of interest for scientific research have diversified. Thus, since
right after 1994, the studies focusing on the analyzed topic mostly took place within the fields of
environmental studies and ethics; at present, the research process covers approximately 25 fields
of interest, especially in the fields of management, business, economics, environmental sciences,
environmental studies, etc.
As far as Romania is concerned, scientific research is less present. The research showed 34 results,
namely articles and proceeding papers of Romanian authors. The themes of interest are not that diverse
and are based on sectors, such as management, business, economics, and business and finance.
For the sake of exploring the main research fields of interest, we conducted an analysis of the
frequency of the keywords from the titles/abstracts of those articles that were included in the Web of
Science database by using the VOSviewer (see Figure 3).
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Consequently, we could state the fact that, at an international level, the researches on non-financial
reporting, sustainability reporting, respectively, take place in different conditions with different results
and highlight a variety of extension tendencies among the clusters.
2.2. Sustainability Reporting as a Mixture of CSR and the Sustainable Development
The social responsibility of the companies has created a niche in the theoretical field at the
beginning of the 1960s and 1970s. It has become an open debate with lots of divergent opinions.
The first decades after the war were centered on a social analysis as it was a transformation and
adjusting period in terms of the position on the CSR issue. At the same time, it was a period when
the CSR practices were entirely geared towards charity functions [30–37]. At that time, the debates
on the role of the companies in society generated two theoretical approaches. Thus, on the one hand,
Friedman [38], in his genuine liberal position, considered that the companies play a sole economic
role, that is, they have the duty of maximizing their profits, based on the law and certain minimum
ethical constraints. In 1962, Friedman [39] talked openly about the social responsibility doctrine
that is viewed as fundamentally subversive. He believed that there were few trends that might be
able to jeopardize the fundamental beliefs of the free society as much as the acceptance of the idea
that the managers/businesspeople have another type of social responsibility than to make as much
money as possible for their stakeholders. On the other hand, there are more and more studies that
incorporate a vast record of duties towards society. For example, Davis [40–42] suggested extensive
comments that refer to those obligations that business people have in regards to society in terms of the
economic development that influences the population’s well-being (such as inflation, employment,
competition, etc.). Davis [42] highlighted the fact that a company’s social results represent an important
variable in the equation of the quality of life. Thus, business relationships can no longer be solely
considered in relationship with economic results. The social observations need to play a significant
role in all the business actions and decision-making processes.
An important contribution to the reconciliation of the two mainstreams was given by Carroll [43].
When talking about social responsibility, he makes reference to four categories, such as the economic,
legal, ethical, and discretionary performances. Carroll’s inclusive view managed more or less to clear
the incertitude regarding the very essence of the CSR concept that was a consequence of the term’s
frequent use during the 1970s [37]. At the same time, many studies suggested the importance of a
managerial type of approach of CSR [35]. At the international level, during the 1970s, a series of studies
on the idea of a sustainable future and a worldwide economic system were published [44].
In the 1980s, based on a fairly limited regulation framework, the focus on refining the CSR issue
gave way to the manifestation of a series of themes and concepts that were either complementary or
alternative, such as the corporate social responsiveness, the corporate social performance, the business
ethics, the stakeholder theory, etc. [35–37].
Peter Drucker is the one who took a special interest in the research on the importance of the
corporations in the present-day society. In most of his studies, he either makes direct or indirect
allusions to the fact that he remains faithful to his belief that the social dimension makes the companies
be able to survive on the market, as enterprises exist as part both of the society and the economy.
Drucker insists on the fact that a company “is in itself the very product of both society and of an
economy” and that both the society and the economy itself can make it cease to survive overnight.
Moreover, that enterprise does exist as long as both the society and the economy regard it as fulfilling a
necessary, useful, and productive role in itself [45]. However, he considers that a company’s foremost
social responsibility is to have enough profit in order to cover future costs. In case this responsibility
fails to be met, then no other social responsibility could be fulfilled otherwise. That is due to the fact
that “decaying businesses in a decaying economy are unlikely to be good neighbors, good employers,
or socially responsible in any way” [46]. Apart from that, a company’s most suitable type of social
responsibility is to transform a social issue into an economic opportunity with economic benefits,
productive capability, human abilities, well-paid jobs, and well-being [46].
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At the beginning of the 1990s, in terms of the CSR, there were three main trends that took shape in
terms of the challenges and inherent crisis of an increasingly interconnected world, namely globalization,
institutionalization, and strategic reconciliation [47]. The latest decades have both shown a vivid
interest in the acknowledgment and the implementation of the CSR [37] and revealed substantial
influences regarding the refinement of the analysis based on including certain strategic considerations
in order to explain the concept. For example, Van Marrewijk [48] stated that the societal approach
to CSR is the strategic result in regards to the latest circumstances and challenges that companies
have to face. At the same time, this fact creates a new perspective that has companies totally
re-think their position and act within the complex social circumstances they are themselves part of. Van
Marrewijk and Were [48,49] suggested the existence of a hierarchical relationship among CSR, corporate
sustainability, and corporate responsibility. Thus, the three (economic, environmental, and social)
facets of sustainability can be expressed by a corporate responsibility approach for every company.
As long as companies operate based on different value systems in varied circumstances, they have
developed and will continue to develop several corporate sustainability levels that can be represented
by the 4P-framework of corporate sustainability (principles-profit-people-planet). According to Van
Marrewijk [48], these levels/interpretations are actually a reflection of different reasons that are at
the basis of integrating the corporate sustainability in the companies’ business practices. Out of the
six levels that were described by Van Marrewikj and were [49], the holistic one best reflects the full
integration of corporate sustainability in every aspect of the business. This is due to the fact that
sustainability represents the only alternative in place as long as all human beings and phenomena are
interrelated to one another.
The role of CSR as a key strategic element has also been studied by Werther and Chandler [50]
initially as an instrument for brand management, starting from the point of view that the connection
between the stakeholders and the brands stands for the target of the brand as such. While its value
grows, the strategic importance of the CSR grows, respectively. Later on, the idea of the strategic values
of the CSR has been much more refined. They argued that, since an appropriate strategy became a
source of sustainable competitive advantage in itself, this specific strategy needs to be recognized by
the specific environment the companies competed in [51–53].
Starting from the assumption that, on the one hand, there is a close relationship between the
companies and the society itself, and, on the other hand, that the relation manifesting in regards to the
success of the corporations and the social well-being is a meaningful one, Kramer [54] identified two
intersecting points, namely the inside-out linkages and the outside-in linkages. In other words, firstly,
the companies have a major impact on society at large through their businesses, and, secondly, the
outside social actions have an impact on the corporations. The strategic CSR refers to a mixture of these
two aspects. Moreover, it can become more of a source of opportunities, innovations, and competitive
advantage rather than a cost, a constraint, or a charitable act. In a well-known study, Kramer and
Porter [55] talked in detail about introducing the concept of shared value which, in comparison with
CSR that is considered to have little to do with businesses in general, is considered to be a key element
of the companies’ profitability and competitive status. The CSR has become more and more popular
for the business success as it provides companies assignments and strategies that put together the
stakeholders and the society at large. According to Chandler [56], the CSR’s strategic effects are more
visible when we consider the present-day business environment as being influenced by a series of forces
that empower the groups of stakeholders (from the point of view of the well-being, the sustainable
development, globalization, the telecommunications, the stakeholders’ reputation, etc.). From this
perspective, the SCSR (i.e., the strategic CSR) refers to the change of the value-creating system based on
integrating the CSR in the strategies and activities of the companies [56].
Taking into account the growing sensitivity towards the issue of the CSR and the need to
integrate the principles of sustainable development in their activities, most companies, especially the
big ones, as well as the multi-national corporations, start approaching their communication with their
stakeholders in a different manner. Consequently, as far as Girella et al. [57] are concerned, taking into
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account the limitations of the traditional financial reporting, in the last few decades, new external
means of reporting have come up. These new external means of reporting include sustainability, CSR,
ESG (the environmental, social, and governance), together with the social and environmental accounts,
the integrated reporting, etc. The disclosure of certain non-financial types of information regarding the
mission, vision, the business model, the performances, the perspectives, the projects that have in view
the business ethics, the environment itself, and the society are viewed more in terms of an appropriate
answer to the stakeholders’ expectations in the present-day society [58]. Such an innovative means
of non-financial communication are mainly the prerogative of large companies. The researches and
the studies that have taken place during the past decades are a clear indication of this trend. In spite
of the fact that companies in any country outnumber the SMEs, there are still information gaps on
those strategies that are adopted by the SMEs for sustainable development as well as their results [59].
These gaps are a result of both of the inherent features of these companies and the very environment
they operate in [57,60]. For example, Murillo and Lozano [61] pointed out the existence of certain
confusions regarding the very understanding of the concept from the point of view of the practices
referring to the studied SMEs, the relationship that exists between the CSR and the leadership, as well
as the tendency towards an internal type of communicating their internal practices (mostly placed
within their close area of influence). Moreover, there is no such thing as a quantitative and explicit
expression of the CSR practices in specific results that affects the profit and loss account [60].
On the other hand, the need for communicating/reporting the CSR practices by SMEs is questioned.
Several sophisms are identified when CSR is used. This was taken from the practice used by large
corporations belonging to the small business sector. He argued that, while most SMSs are only
important locally and, thus, have limited recognition, the large companies are constantly under the
customers’ pressure. In this context, the leaders of the small businesses have the right to doubt
regarding the relevance of the same CSR instruments, the means of communicating through reports
and media, taking into account the fact that the SMEs have a fewer number of stakeholders, employees,
and shareholders than the large companies [60]. Fassin’s conclusion was that the very essence of CSR
refers to the implementation of certain responsible business practices, which is the organizational,
not the formalizing type of culture. From the point of view of the interaction between the attitude
and action [62], the result of a study that focused on those practices referring to the environment
for those SMEs in the manufacturing sector of Auckland region (New Zealand) is very conclusive.
The result shows that a positive attitude of the respondents does not mean a higher probability of
getting involved in those actions that are geared towards environmental protection except for the
ones regarding environmental management. From this point of view, it seems that a positive attitude
made the managers overcome the obstacles regarding the costs and/or the regulations or not to be
exclusively motivated by them. Baret and Helfrich [63] argued that non-financial reporting faces certain
constraints. They describe them as a trilemma. They refer to certain constraints that refer to the CSR’s
complexity, irreducibility, and “evolution”, certain constraints that stem from the inherent interests of
the non-financial reporting, as well as those constraints that are associated with the expectations of
the company.
The growing number of researches during the past years suggests the fact that the SMEs develop
approaches that are specific to the CSR practices. In their study, Battisti and Perry [64] argued
that the practices of the small and average businesspeople are based on their understanding of the
responsibilities in terms of the environment (as they are motivated by the growing access to a series of
actions that focus on the environment, such as energy-saving, recycling, the waste management, etc.).
Del Baldo [65] even talks about a territorial model of development that is adjusted to the social and
economic context of the specific region that the SMEs operate in. In spite of the obstacles they face, a
group of SMEs has successfully managed to integrate sustainable development into their activities.
They are part of their social and environmental practices. From this point of view, Matinaro et al. [66]
identified a series of key factors in terms of sustainable business models for SMEs on the three levels of
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CSR. Their findings in the study were that such a business model requires an ample strategic effort that
is essential for the business’ competitive advantage and success.
In order to support the 1st objective of our study by taking into account the specialized literature,
we analyzed the most important studies that focused on the connection between the CSR and concepts,
such as sustainable development, sustainability reporting, CSR disclosure, environmental reporting,
social responsibility investment, corporate social performance, forest management, non-financial
reporting, leadership.
The reason for choosing these works was the research field and the notoriety of research journals.
Thus, we only chose the works published in top journals and whose design research was focused on
keywords like CSR and the concepts and the aforementioned concepts (see Table A1).
3. Materials and Methods
The protection and safeguarding of the environment have an important role in close connection with
Romania’s sustainable development, which is seriously conditioned by environmental protection [67].
The scientific approach starts from the need to develop an intelligent reporting model to facilitate
the sustainable development assessment process in the context of the forestry sector that is affected
by the phenomenon of illegal deforestation and other high-risk phenomena, both on the financial
and fiscal level, and on strategic policies regarding the environment and the biodiversity protection.
These research directions contain elements of risk associated with the sustainable development
implementation process of the sector. The models will be analyzed based on the two-step analysis,
respectively: step 1—the analysis of the sector vulnerability; step 2—the analysis of entities associated
with the sector. Some authors analyze the vulnerabilities based on a random classification model [68,69].
The mapping of the research aimed at reaching each point and finalizing all the 4 stages (as is shown in
Figure 5).
3.1. Sample
The study sample was composed of 248 companies selected on the basis of inclusion and exclusion
criteria. The inclusion criteria consisted of (a) the selection of the entities from the forestry field
according to their NACE code (four activity fields were considered relevant); (b) companies operating
in the N-E region of Romania, the region in which the largest deforestations were registered in the period
2008–2017 (companies that have been continuously operating in the period 2008–2017). The exclusion
criteria were constant in (a) companies that were newly established or companies that had suspended
activity during the period under analysis; (b) the companies with activity adjacent to the forestry field
and which did not comply with the four NACE codes: Silviculture and other forestry activities-0210,
logging-0220, gathering of wild growing non-wood products-0230, support services to forestry-0240.
The database was built through the authorized website, Listafirme.ro, taking into account the four
relevant areas of the forestry sector. For these companies, the most important sector-specific financial
indicators were collected from the annual reports, after which six relevant indicators were calculated
to estimate the sectorial vulnerabilities (see Tables 1–7).
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[70,71,74]. Of all the categories of indicators listed above, the only category where we found indicated
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of indicators listed above, the only category where we found indicated amounts spent
amounts spent (measured as a percentage of turnover) was corporate giving [75–77].
(measured as a percentage of turnover) was corporate giving [75–77].
Studying the specialized literature, we could state that over time CSR has been correlated with
different concepts, such as CFP, profit, labor turnover, sustainable development, financial performance,
but neither of these studies has addressed the problem of conceptualizing an econometric model of
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estimating the risk/vulnerability of the sustainable development based on the general coefficient of
vulnerability of the sector (GCVs). Even though CSR was analyzed, taking into account one or more
financial indicators that we proposed as variables in our study, most recent studies set different aims
in relation to the aims of the present study. In the following, we proceeded to analyze the recent
specialized literature that had, like its topic, the study of CSR in correlation with different financial
indicators used in this study in order to construct the econometric model. Thus, taking into account the
variable fixed asset capitalization, various studies attempted to examine the relationship between CSR
and CFP [15,78], with corporate political activity (CPA) serving as the moderator [16], or correlation
between CSR and profit [79]. In the study undertaken by Dam and Scholtens [80], the variable
liquidity rate was used to investigate “how ownership concentration in European multinational firms is
associated with these firms’ CSR”. The variable rate of sustainable growth has been used in numerous
studies to investigate “the effect of CSR on information asymmetry between firms and creditors” [81]
and to examine the relationship between CSR and CFP [16], as well as in the relationship between
CSR and financial performance [81]. Profitability of using workforce is one of the variables often
used in studies to “investigate the relationship between the budget related to CSR, innovation, and
training, defined as sustainable factors, and the financial results of small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs)” [19], to examine the correlation between CSR and financial performance, to examine the
relationship between CFP and CSR, as well as the relationship between corporate social responsibility
activities (CSRA) and human capital (HC) and the relationship between HC and CFP [82]. To examine
the relationship between CSR and CFP, Lin et al. [16] used the variable profitability rate. The variable
insolvency risk was used by Yang, Bento, and Akbar [2019] to investigate whether CSR efforts enhance
firm performance.
The following indicators are control variables included in the analysis to control the reliability of
the model and reduce the risk of biases in order to achieve a sustainable reporting model.
The patrimonial fixed asset capitalization (PFAC)
PFAC =

FA
,
E

where:
PFAC—the patrimonial fixed asset capitalization;
FA—the value of fixed assets financially reported;
E—the amount of financially reported equity.
The indicator reflects the ability of the entities in a given sector to keep and develop, through the
capitalization phenomenon, those fixed assets held at a given point in time in order to eliminate the
influence of obsolescence through asset increases and periodical upgrades.
The over-unitary value of the indicator reveals a high degree of use of capital that was attracted
to the detriment of the invested capital, while a negative value of the indicator reflects the failure of
management policy, including the field of sustainable development.
The average value of the indicator assimilated to the statistical optimum for an analyzed sector is
estimated by using the formula:
Pn FAi
PFAC =

i=1 Ei

(1)
n
The sectorial dynamics of the indicator expressed on the basis of the average of the absolute
weights of evolution in a relevant historical period is estimated by using the formula:
∆PFAC =

'
n &
X
PFACi
PFACi−1
i=1

(2)
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The sectorial analysis of the forestry sector indicator and the four domains based on the NACE
(Statistical classification of economic activities in the European Community) classification of the fields
of activity were generated by the following results for a sample of 248 selected entities that were
analyzed over a representative reference period of 10 years (see Table 1).
Table 1. The sectorial estimation of the patrimonial fixed assets capitalization indicator (PFAC).
PFAC

Indicator

The average of the sectorially
segmented indicator (ASSI)
The sectorial dynamics of the
indicator expressed on the basis of
the average of the absolute
evolution weights (SDAE)
The statistical optimum
(STAT.OPT)
The standard deviation from the
statistical optimum (STDEV)

General
Average PFAC

NACE 0210

NACE 0220

NACE 0230

NACE 0240

1.44

−10.28

7.33

−11.68

−0.04

211.91%

163.84%

101.97%

92.81%

296.43%

1.44

1.44

1.44

1.44

1.44

0

5.86

2.95

6.56

0.74

The values in Table 1 indicated the compliance with the sustainable development strategy of the
indicators achieved by the companies that had NACE 0240 as their main field of activity, while, at the
opposite pole, the companies with high vulnerability towards sustainable development activated on
the NACE 0220 field and NACE 0230, respectively. For the latter, there was a sub-unitary dynamic
of the evolution of the indicator, making the allocation of the vulnerability coefficients difficult to
be made.
• The liquidity rate (LR)
CA
LR =
,
FA
where:
LR—the liquidity rate;
CA—the value of the current financially reported assets;
FA—the value of the financially reported fixed assets.
The indicator reflects the degree of financial independence of the entities and the readiness to
immediately access their funds in order to achieve sustainable development strategies.
The over-unitary value of the indicator reveals a high degree of financial independence as the
overall average for the forestry sector is 41.58 units, mainly due to the forest resource holdings. At the
same time, the accelerated diminution of the indicator may suggest the phenomenon of illegal cuts.
The sub-unitary value of the indicator indicates high vulnerability and economic blockage risk. Forest
fund growth efforts can be estimated based on this indicator only if the sectorial dynamics of the
indicator expressed, based on the average of absolute weights of evolution in a relevant historical
period, is over-unitary.
The average value of the indicator assimilated to the statistical optimum for an analyzed sector is
calculated using the formula:
Pn CAi
LR =

i=1 FAi

(3)
n
The sectorial dynamics of the indicator expressed on the basis of the average of absolute evolution
weights in a relevant historical period is estimated by using the formula:
'
n &
X
LRi
∆LR =
LRi−1
i=1

(4)
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The sectorial analysis of the forestry sector indicator and the four branches according to the NACE
classification of the fields of activity (i.e., 4 fields) generated the following results for the sample of 248
selected companies and analyzed over a representative 10 years reference period:
Table 2. The sectorial estimation of the liquidity rate indicator.
Liquidity Rate

Indicator
ASSI
SDAE
STAT.OPT
STDEV

General Average LR

NACE 0210

41.58
140.80%

65.36
405.84%

0

11.89

NACE 0220
19.04
91.40%
41.58
11.27

NACE 0230

NACE 0240

10.87
123.15%

294.45
182.27%

15.35

126.43

The values shown in Table 2 indicated the compliance with the sustainable development strategy
of the indicators achieved by the companies that had NACE 0240 as their main field of activity, while,
at the opposite pole, the companies with high vulnerability having NACE 0230 and NACE 0220 as their
main activity field. For the latter, there was a sub-unitary dynamics of the evolution of the indicator.
• The sustainable growth rate (SGR)
SGR =

T
;
E

where:
SGR—the sustainable growth rate;
T—the amount of financially reported turnover;
E—the amount of financially reported equity.
The indicator reflects the ability of a business to sustainably grow the surplus of operating income
(expressed through turnover), when compared to the entity’s equity, in a sector of activity, which is
surprising in dynamics.
The over-unitary value of the indicator reveals a sustainable growth of the business if and only
if the sectorial dynamics of the indicator expressed because of the average of the absolute evolution
weights in a relevant historical period is over-unitary. The sub-unitary value of the indicator reflects
vulnerability in the field of sustainable growth, whereas the negative value of the analyzed indicator
indicates the risks of the business. The risk increases progressively as the negative value increases.
The average value of the indicator assimilated to the statistical optimum for an analyzed sector is
estimated by using the formula:
Pn Ti
SGR =

i = 1 Ei

(5)
n
The sectorial dynamics of the indicator based on the average of absolute evolution weights in a
relevant historical period is estimated by using the formula:
'
n &
X
SGRi
∆SGR =
SGRi−1

(6)

i=1

The sectorial analysis of the forestry sector indicator and the four branches according to the NACE
classification of the fields of activity (4 fields) generated the following results for the sample of 248
companies selected and analyzed over a representative reference period of 10 years:
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Table 3. The sectorial estimation of the sustainable growth rate indicator.
Sustainable Growth Rate

Indicator
ASSI
SDAE
STAT.OPT
STDEV

General Average SGR

NACE 0210

52.30
91.51%

−5.75
145.33%

0

29.03

NACE 0220

NACE 0230

NACE 0240

−409.29
86.64%

0.41
162.93%

230.79

25.94

122.79
86.22%
52.30
35.24

The values in Table 3 indicated the compliance with the sustainable development strategy of
the indicators realized by the companies that had NACE 0220 as their main activity field, while, at
the opposite pole, the companies with high vulnerability towards the sustainable development were
represented by NACE 0230.
• The profitability of using workforce (PUW)
PUW =

NP
,
NE

where:
PUW—the profitability of using workforce;
NP—the value of the financially reported net profit;
NE—the number of employees.
The sectorial analysis of the forestry sector indicator and the four branches according to the
NACE classification of the fields of activity (four fields) for a sample of 248 selected companies
whose indicators were analyzed over a representative reference period of ten years generated the
following results:
Table 4. Sectorial estimation of the profitability of using the workforce.
The Profitability of Using Workforce

Indicator
ASSI
SDAE
STAT.OPT
STDEV

General Average PUW

NACE 0210

6286.76
208.54%

19506.53
117.14%

0

6609.88

NACE 0220
3319.80
158.68%
6286.76
1483.48

NACE 0230

NACE 0240

−7590.09
138.15%

−6228.68
2548.34%

6938.43

6257.72

As we might notice, the values presented in the above Table 4 indicated the convergence with the
sustainable development strategy of companies operating in the field of forest exploitation (NACE
0220), while, at the opposite end, there were companies operating in the field of activity (NACE 0230,
NACE 0240), where negative values of the average of the indicator were recorded.
• The profitability rate (PR)
NP
,
PR =
T
where:
PR—the profitability rate;
NP—the value of the financially reported net profit;
T—the amount of financial reported turnover.
The profitability rates are defined in terms of statistical optimum as sub-unit and positive. Their
value for sustainable development has to reach at least 15%. The positive values under the statistical
optimum indicate certain vulnerabilities in regards to sustainable business management as well as
certain negative values that indicate major risks related to the business management and administration.
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As the study revealed, as far as the Romanian forestry sector is concerned, the overall average
was sub-unitary. This fact reflects that the units, especially the autonomous governments, lack the
managerial capacity for sustainable business management.
The average value of the indicator assimilated to the statistical optimum for an analyzed sector
was estimated by using the formula:
Pn NPi
i=1 Ti

PR =

(7)
n
The sectorial dynamics of the indicator expressed because of the average of absolute evolution
weights in a relevant historical period was estimated by using the formula:
∆PR =

'
n &
X
PRi
.
PRi−1

(8)

i=1

In terms of the sectorial analysis of the forestry sector indicator, as well as the four branches
based on the NACE classification of the fields of activity (4 fields) for the same sample of 248 selected
companies whose indicators were analyzed over a representative reference period of ten years, the
following results were obtained:
Table 5. The sectorial estimation of the profitability rate indicator.
Profitability Rate

Indicator
ASSI
SDAE
STAT.OPT
STDEV

General Average PR

NACE 0210

−0.13
685.94%

0.12
94.45%

0.14

0.02

NACE 0220

NACE 0230

NACE 0240

−0.06
1271.59%
0.15
0.11

−0.40
22,161.20%

−2.18
19,368.34%

0.27

1.16

As could be seen, the values presented in the above Table 5 indicated compliance with the
sustainable development strategy of the companies that had NACE 0210 as their field of activity. All
other branches, as well as the general indicator belonging to the level of the forestry sector, indicated
the noncompliance with the sustainable development of these companies.
• The risk of insolvency (RI)
TD
,
RI =
T
where:
RI—the insolvency risk;
TD—the amount of used borrowed capital that is given by the total financially reported; debt ratio
T—the amount of financially reported turnover.
As far as Romania is concerned, the bankruptcy risk has been a major area of interest, especially
during the economic crisis during which the phenomenon took place at a high level throughout the
Romanian economy. The proposed indicator is relevant in relation to sustainable development as the
emergence of bankruptcy risk is a clear signal that sustainable development cannot take place for a
particular entity or sector. The amount of the debts accumulated by the entity may represent up to one
point the interest of the strategic development managers of the company only when their increase is
directly related to the increase in equity. Otherwise, the accumulation of debts is likely to stop the
sustainable development, especially if the full coverage of these debts would require the results of
more than two consecutive financial exercises (i.e., 700 days).
The statistical optimum of the insolvency risk indicator estimated for the forest sector in Romania
was 1.14. This means that for the forest sector, the average period of payment of the total liabilities is of
416 days.
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The recording of a value below this optimum reflected the good exercise of capacity and the
absence of the insolvency risk. The exceeding of the sectorial dynamics of the indicator that was
expressed based on the average of absolute evolution weight during a relevant historical period
reflected a vulnerability in terms of the insolvency risk. At the same time, the exceeding of the unit
value 2 of the indicator reflected the manifestation of imminent insolvency risk for the analyzed sector.
The average value of the indicator assimilated to the statistical optimum for an analyzed sector
was estimated by using the formula:
Pn TD
i = 1 Ti

RI =

(9)
n
The sectorial dynamics of the indicator expressed due to the average of absolute evolution weight
in a relevant historical period was estimated by using the formula:
'
n &
X
RIi
∆RI =
RIi−1

(10)

i=1

The sectorial analysis of the insolvency risk indicator in the forestry sector and the four branches
based on the NACE classification of the fields of activity for a sample of 248 selected companies that
were analyzed over a representative reference of ten years generated the following results:
Table 6. The sectorial estimation of the risk of insolvency indicator.
Risk of Insolvency

Indicator
ASSI
SDAE
STAT.OPT
STDEV

General Average RI

NACE 0210

1.14
114.61%

0.30
102.85%

0

0.42

NACE 0220
0.98
109.21%
1.14
0.08

NACE 0230

NACE 0240

1.65
758.49%

7.86
248.61%

0.25

3.36

Similar to the previous situations, the values registered in terms of the insolvency risk indicator
suggested a compliance with the sustainable development strategy of those companies operating in
the NACE 0210 field, as well as the NACE 0220, respectively, while, at the opposite end, there were
those companies in the field of NACE 0240 (Table 6).
The following indicators were control variables included in the analysis to control the reliability
of the model and reduce the risk of biases.
The following working hypotheses were formulated in order to achieve the proposed objective:
1.

2.

3.

4.

On a sectorial level, the patrimonial capitalization of fixed assets is a vulnerability that can affect
sustainable development only when the sector evolution average of the indicator is below the
overall average of the evolution on the forestry segment.
The liquidity rate of the entities operating in the forest segment affects and indicates the
vulnerability of the sustainable development only when the average value of the sectorial
calculated indicator exceeds a standard deviation (+/−) of 50%, whereas there is a sub-unitary
evolution of the trend.
The sustainable growth rate that is calculated as a ratio between turnover and equity indicates a
development vulnerability only when the overall dynamics of the indicator in a relevant reference
period (of at least 10 years) is sub-unitary or when the indicator registers more than 3 negative
values during the reference period.
Productivity represents a direct vulnerability and risk measurement indicator. The values
exceeding with a standard deviation (+/−) of 50% the statistical optimum are represented by the
general average of the forestry sector calculated in dynamics during a specific period (of at least
10 years) and are considered an indicator of high vulnerability. Consequently, if the negative
values of profitability from the use of the workforce regardless of their values occur more than
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3 times in the reference range, then this fact is an indication of the manifestation of the same
systemic risk of the sustainable development vulnerability.
The risk of insolvency, given by the ratio between total debts and the turnover, exceeding the
value of the statistical optimum calculated for the forest sector at 1.14 indicates an intrinsic
vulnerability by de-capitalizing the companies in the analyzed segment and, implicitly, through
their incapacity to ensure economic performance and sustainable development.
The risk chart, based on such indicators as the patrimonial fixed asset capitalization, the liquidity
rate, the sustainable growth rate, the profitability of workforce use, the profitability rate, the
risk of insolvency, can be built based on the historical data. It practically ensures the control
levers of voluntary disclosure of managers regarding the sustainability report suggested to
be implemented.
The reliability of using the sustainable reporting model is based on the model facility for managers
and its ability to be confirmed by computing the reported financial information over a relevant
historical period of at least 10 years.

The projection of a non-financial performance-reporting model for the microenterprises operating
in the field of forest holdings and districts involved the estimation of the sectorial vulnerabilities, as
shown in Table 7.
Table 7. The estimation of the vulnerabilities regarding sustainable development in the forestry sector.
Indicator

Value Achieved
at the Moment
n − i, i = (1, 9)

Value Achieved
at the Moment n

Dynamics
n
( n−1
)

Statistical
Optimum

Vulnerability
Coefficient

1.39

1.89

211.91%

1.44

+0.62

42.42

34.08

140.80%

41.58

+0.58

57.34

6.97

91.51%

52.3

+0.15

6.853.09

1.189.84

208.54%

6.286.76

+0.09

−0.13

−0.12

685.94%

0.15

−0.12

1.11

1.37

114.61%

1.14

+1.05

H1. Patrimonial
capitalization of the
fixed assets
H2. Liquidity rate
H3. Rate of
sustainable growth
H4. Profitability of
using workforce
H5. Profitability
rate
H6. Insolvency risk

General Coefficient of
Vulnerability of the
Sector **

(0.62×1 + 0.58×1 +
0.15×3 + 0.09×2 −
0.12×3 + 1.05 ×2)/12 =
0.29

* The coefficient of vulnerability = (Average value in the year of the indicator/Statistical optimum)/Sectorial dynamics
of the indicator based on the average of the absolute evolution weights. The negative values of the indicator show
the relative risk to business management in the field of sustainable development. The positive proper values indicate
a sectorial vulnerability regarding the sustainable development, whereas the positive improper values confirm the
sustainable
development in the studied field of activity; ** The general coefficient of the vulnerability of the sector
P
GCVs =

n
j=1 C j ∗V j

Pn

j=1 C j

, where:

GCVs —The general coefficient of the vulnerability of the sector;
Vj—The vulnerability coefficient estimated for every indicator, j = 1, 6;
Cj—The j impact coefficient for the overall sustainable development, j = 1, 6, is, thus, allocated as follows:
H1—1
H3—3
H5—3
H2—1
H4—2
H6—2
The interpretation of the collected data should be analyzed in correlation with the vulnerability as follows:
V1
V2
V3
V4
V5
V6

The patrimonial capitalization of fixed assets—CV1 = 1
The liquidity rate—CV2 = 1
The rate of sustainable growth—CV3 = 3
The profitability of using the workforce—CV4 = 2
The profitability rate—CV5 = 3
The insolvency risk—CV6 = 2.

The presence of the vulnerabilities was coated as Vi > 0, while their absence was coated as Vi = 0.
The information that results from every section of the nonfinancial reports was quantified in
a qualitative manner in order to trace out the positive aspects (i.e., the absence of the risk, R0 ) or
the presence of the risk (Ri ). For each Ri , R0 , the risk level was quantified with a multiple of 5
points based on the risk level. The flowchart of risks, which could be transposed (depending on
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the authorities’ needs) on the software analysis, is presented step by step (Step 1—Figure A1, Step
2—Figure A2, Step 3—Figure A3, Step 4—Figure A4, Step 5—Figure A5). The steps presented in the
diagrams Figure A1–A5 could be interpreted after quantifying each risk in a set of measures taken by
the authorities, depending on the difference between the total level of risk and the minimum level of
risk and a majority fixed on the basis of the legislative norms. These measures should lead to a high
level of development of the sustainability of each entity included in the process.
The data interpretation was as follows:
- i —indicator number
- A —allowed;
- Ri —risks;
- NA—not allowed;
- R0 —absence of the risk;
- CV—coefficient of vulnerability;
- T13-A up to T13-N—indicators of nonfinancial reporting;

The sustainable reporting model of non-financial information devised by the authors should
include at least the non-financial information presented from T13-A up to T13-N.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.

Your company has implemented an assimilation program of sustainable development principles
comprised in the National Strategy of Sustainable Development (T13-A);
Have you taken measures within the company related to environmental protection? If yes,
specify clearly these measures in the observations’ section (T13-B);
Do the organization and the functioning regulation comprise certain provisions regarding the
ethical behavior of the employees within a group? (T13-C);
Are the measures of social cohesion promoted amongst the company’s employees? If yes, specify
clearly these measures in the observations’ section (T13-D);
Have you taken measures to grow the company’s competitiveness? If yes, specify clearly these
measures in the observations’ section (T13-E);
Has your company registered losses in the last three complete financial years? (T13-F);
Has your company registered profit in the last complete financial year? (T13-G);
From the point of view of the number of employees, do you fall into the category of
microenterprises? If the answer is negative, please specify the category in the observations’
section (T13-H);
Do you think that the ratio between the current assets and the fixed assets held by the company
is an improper one? (T13-I);
Does the period of payment of total liabilities exceed two full years? (T13-J);
Has the evolution of the turnover in the last 3 years been an upward one? If no, please specify in
the observations’ section if the evolution was fluctuating or heading downwards (T13-K);
Is the ratio between the turnover and the shareholder’s capital improper? (T13-L);
Do you register debts for a due date more than 45 days to the state budget? (T13-M);
How do you appreciate the future evolution of the company? (T13-N).

The model of sustainable reporting of non-financial information could be implemented by the
monitoring bodies of the sustainable development set up based on the implementation of the National
Strategy for Sustainable Development. It could also be implemented in parallel with the implementation
of a smart reporting model of assimilating the criteria of sustainable development, similar to the model
of sustainable reporting previously presented.
4. The Empirical Analysis and the Results
By using GRETL version 2019d, an econometric model was developed based on the method
of two-stage least squares (TSLS), a model that estimates the risk/vulnerability of the sustainable
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development based on the general coefficient of the vulnerability of the sector (GCVs ). The general
formula of the model was used as follows:
 n

X


GCVs = 
αi ∗ Ii +
(11)
i=1

where:
GCVs —the dependent variable of the model;
αi —the regression coefficients;
Ii —the regressors of the model (i.e., the vulnerability indicators);
ε—the residual variable.
The value transposition of the general model on the basis of the TSLS method generated the
following equation model:
ˆGCVs = + 0.0381*PFAC + 0.00388*LR − 0.00219*SGR + (4.06 × 10−5 )*PUW
(0.0145)
(0.000266)
(0.000610)
(7.20 × 10−6 )

(12)

* n = 500, R-squared = 0.986; standard errors are given between parentheses
One could observe that the suggested model estimated for the forestry sector, as well as for the
four specific fields of activity (n = 500), had both a high degree of statistical representation and a
98.6% homogeneousness of data that were well determined statistically and were representative for
the studied phenomenon. Due to the restrictions of designing the model in a matrix format, only
the indicators for which testing with p-value that had a high degree of statistical significance were
introduced in the model: T patrimonial capitalization of fixed assets; T liquidity rate; the rate of
sustainable growth and the productivity.
Statistical tests presented hereinafter indicated that, in the event of a null hypothesis, all the
instruments were valid (i.e., the Sargan identification test), whereas the estimation based on the
Pesaran–Taylor test for the heteroskedasticity showed the lack of heteroskedasticity. The R2 value
indicated that the homogeneousness of the model was 98.58%, whereas the p-values of the selected
regressors indicated the existence of highly significant statistical values.
Model TSLS using observations 1–500
Dependent variable: GCVs
Instrumented: PFAC LR SGR PUW
Instruments: PFAC_ LR_ SGR_ PUW_ RI_
Coefficient
Std. Error
z
0.0381162
0.0144884
2.6308
0.003882
0.000265767
14.6068
−0.00218691
0.000609822
−3.5861
4.05704e-05
7.20011e-06
5.6347

PFAC
LR
SGR
PUW
Mean dependent
0.462865
variable
Sum squared residue
0.005327
R-squared
0.985808
*** high statistical significance level

p-value
0.00852 ***
<0.00001 ***
0.00034 ***
<0.00001 ***

S.D. dependent variable

0.306318

S.E. of regression
Adjusted R-squared

0.072984
0.943231

A high vulnerability is registered in the forestry sector of Romania in regard to sustainable
development based on the National Strategy of Sustainable Development principles. These principles
impose the implementation of a model of an intelligent reporting of assimilating the criteria of
sustainable development. It is a model that was suggested by the present research. In terms of the
fields of activity that are specific to the forestry sector, which was analyzed within the present research,
we found the existence of a higher level of criteria manifesting in terms of sustainable development
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within the field of NACE code 0240 (GCV—general coefficient of vulnerability of the field −0.89) and
NACE code 0210 (GCV—0.68). In terms of the NACE code 0220 and NACE code 0230, respectively, we
observed a closeness to the risk zone regarding sustainable development, requiring a more careful
observation of these sectors.
5. Discussion
This study developed an econometric model to report the sustainability of non-financial
performance for the companies operating in the forestry field. To fulfill the purpose of the work,
we calculated the main financial indicators specific to the four distinct forestry sector based on a sample
of 248 Romanian active companies, in order to identify the risks and vulnerabilities and analyze the
entities associated with this sector. If other specialty studies [13–16] analyze the relationship between
CSR and CFP only from the point of view of quantitative financial indicators, our study starting from
the calculation of the main financial indicators specific to the forestry sector developed a reporting
model of the sustainability of the non-financial performance. This way, our study was able to estimate
the risk/vulnerabilities of sustainable development through a general coefficient of the vulnerability
of the sector. In order to calculate this coefficient, the authors considered six variables (patrimonial
fixed asset capitalization, liquidity rate, rate of sustainable growth, profitability of using workforce,
profitability rate, insolvency risk), revealing that one might establish the vulnerability of the sector or
risk area in from the point of view of sustainable development.
Some authors have based their studies in the field of social analysis in terms of sustainability on the
association with the company size, capital concentration, financial leverage, and profitability [8,83,84].
This reveals the strength of the company in terms of sustainability but at a limited financial level of
directly measurable factors that cannot cover the whole range of risks and vulnerabilities that affect
or can affect the development of a forestry and non-forest sector. In the research, we considered
relevant the bilateral, quantitative analysis based on performance indicators and qualitative indicators.
These were based on non-financial reporting with practical implementation and transformation in
instruments that were used by authorities [85]. They possessed informational traceability that could be
transposed into easy IT programs used by the decision-makers who analyze/evaluate the activity on
the segment of sustainable development.
The steps presented in the Figures A1–A5 could be interpreted after quantifying the authorities’
every risk into a sets of measures depending on the gap between the total risk level and the minimum
risk level and a major fixed based on legislation rules that should have the effect of the increasing
sustainability development of each company as part of the process.
The formulated hypotheses were tested and demonstrated to be valid as follows:
1.

2.

3.

4.

The patrimonial capitalization of fixed assets at the level of estimated indicator generated a
positive proper vulnerability on the sector and the fields of activity except for the NACE code
230 field whose performance was within the criteria of sustainable development. Its value of the
coefficient of vulnerability was positive and inaccurate. The vulnerability impact coefficient for
this indicator was selected at the reference value 1—reduced impact.
The liquidity rate of entities that do business in the forestry segment, in terms of the estimated
indicator, generated a positive proper vulnerability in the sector and fields of activity except for
the NACE code 240 field whose performance remained in the criteria of sustainable development.
The value of the coefficient of vulnerability was positive and inaccurate. The impact vulnerability
coefficient for this indicator was selected at the reference value 1—reduced impact.
The rate of sustainable growth for the estimated indicator generated a positive proper vulnerability
at the level of sector and all the fields of activity. They were partially within the criteria of
sustainable development. The impact vulnerability coefficient for this indicator was selected at
the reference value 3—major impact.
The profitability of using the workforce at the level of the estimated indicator generated a
positive proper vulnerability at the level of sector and field of activity. It had the NACE code 240.
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At the level of the field of activity NACE code 210, a value of the coefficient of vulnerability
that was positive and improperly assimilated to the performance of sustainable development
was found. At the level of the fields of activity with NACE code 220 and 230, the value of
the coefficient of vulnerability was negative. These sectors registered major risks regarding
sustainable development. The impact vulnerability coefficient for this indicator was selected at
the reference value 2—medium impact.
The profitability rate had a negative value from the point of view of the indicator of sustainable
development at the sectorial level and on fields of activity except NACE 210 and 230. This aspect
indicated the existence of certain risks within the sustainable development that is assimilated
into the management’s malfunctions. The value of the statistical optimum was exceeded only in
the NACE 210 field, as the NACE 230 value of the indicator of vulnerability was null. This placed
the field in the risk zone, too. From the point of view of the profitability rate, none of the fields of
activity met the criteria of sustainable development. The impact vulnerability coefficient for this
indicator was selected at the reference value 3—major impact.
The insolvency risk on the sectoral level was, on average, to be reduced since the value of the
vulnerability coefficient was inaccurate by not corresponding to the statistical optimum. For the
fields with NACE code 220 and 240, the absence of the insolvency risk was observed since the
indicator had normal values that satisfied the conditions of sustainable development. However,
in the field NACE 210 and 230, major vulnerabilities were found in terms of the insolvency risk
and even of the closeness to the high-risk zone for NACE 230. Its vulnerability coefficient tended
towards 0. The vulnerability impact coefficient for this indicator was selected at the reference
value 2—an average impact.

The risk picture that resulted based on these indicators was statistically tested and demonstrated
to be valid by the research itself.
The reliability of the sustainable reporting model resulted from the easiness of using it by the
managers and from its capacity of being confirmed through the estimation by the financial information
reported within a relevant of minimum 10 years.
The results of this study revealed the fact that, as far as the forestry sector is concerned,
the companies that operate in the field of silviculture and other forestry activities and the field
of support services to forestry registered superior results compared to the average in regards to the
sector’s vulnerability. At the same time, those that operate in the field of logging and gathering of wild
growing non-wood products focused mostly on those vulnerabilities regarding the risk zone of their
sustainable development. The results of this study also had theoretical, as well as practical implications.
On a theoretical plan, the authors carried out an analysis of sustainability reporting as a mixture
of CSR and sustainable development (see Table A1). The results of this study also had important
implications for practice managers who, starting from the model proposed by us, could take concrete
measures to mitigate the sector vulnerabilities and the risks inherent to their businesses. The study
aimed to sound an alarm signal for them in the direction of awareness that only by implementing CSR
policies integrated into the managerial process (adopting responsible social behavior), their business
could become sustainable by improving the image and reputation of the entity [78] in relation
with its clients and employees. In order to maximize shareholders’ long-term benefits, managers
should consider CSR as a long-term strategy, and shareholders would fully understand its value [13].
Unfortunately, from the study, the authors observed that the managers of these entities were more
concerned about obtaining positive financial results than with specific CSR activities. This fact arose
from the fact that none of the entities taken into the study presents on its web page information related
to mission, vision, principles, and values.
The results of the study could be useful also to the investors who were facilitated by the proposed
model, identifying those sectors of activity in the forest field vulnerable from the perspective of the
sector of activity and approaching the risk area regarding their sustainable development. As a result,
their investment or divestment decisions would be well informed. We agreed with the opinion that the
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quality of information disclosure in CSR plays an essential role in socially responsible investments,
shareholder value, community well-being, and financial stability [13]. Also, the state could influence
through economic policies the sectors in which vulnerabilities are manifested. The findings of this
study agreed with the contention of Hou [78], who posited that “in order to promote responsible and
sustainable business practices, governments, businesses and society stakeholders need to be aware of
the CSR strategies which best suit their welfare and the existing relationships between Government,
business and society”. Therefore, we believed that national and international regulatory bodies should
require economic operators in the forestry field to take urgent measures regarding their CSR policies.
We supported this because the massive deforestation in the N-E region of Romania (the most forested
area of the country) would lead in the coming years to adverse consequences for the entire ecosystem.
The study tried to underline the fact that perhaps more than in other economic sectors, in the forestry
sector, the obligation to implement CSR (CSR mandatory) policies is imposed even for small and
medium-sized entities, an idea also supported by [21]. The suggested model might be implemented by
the monitoring bodies of sustainable development as a result of the implementation of the National
Strategy of Sustainable Development. It could also be implemented in parallel with the implementation
of a model of intelligent reporting of the assimilation of criteria of sustainable development that is
similar to the model of sustainable reporting.
Our study highlighted that it is more than necessary to integrate CSR activity at the level of small
and medium-sized enterprises in Romania, belonging to the forestry sector, given the phenomenon of
massive deforestation in our country, the lack of concern of these entities for reforestation with direct
effects on the changes, climate, affecting the ozone layer, soil erosion, and increasing pollution level.
6. Conclusions
Throughout the study, the European and national (Romanian) context of the guidelines of the
sustainable development of the forestry sector was identified and suggested to be followed until the
end of 2030.
The identification of the approaches made in terms of the sustainable development allowed the
design of the statistical evaluation method of those vulnerabilities and risks within the sustainable
development of the forestry sector in Romania that are based on the analysis of the results that were
reported by a number of 248 companies in Romania, which do business in four fields of the forestry
sector during a 10 years’ (2008–2017) period. The results of the analysis concluded in identifying the
vulnerability categories within the forestry sectors in Romania. They indicated the fact that those fields
whose NACE code was 240 and 210 had superior results in comparison to the general average of the
vulnerability of the sector. At the same time, those fields that were marked with the NACE code 220
and 230 mainly focused on the biggest vulnerabilities by taking into account the risk zone in terms of
their sustainable development.
Thus, based on the results obtained, following our study, we could say that these types of entities
would be conditioned as in the process of transition from a short-term strategy to a long-term strategy.
This would ensure the sustainability of the business, resort to promoting and implementing a culture of
social responsibility at the level of all internal functions (cross-cutting implementation), or periodically
comparing its CSR activity with that of other competing companies. Therefore, we considered that
employee involvement was fundamental for integrating CSR into all internal processes of entities.
The limitations of the study might refer in terms of its availability to implement the proposed
reporting model by taking into account the specifics at the European level for every state member as well
as the costs of implementing the system as such, which could otherwise be justified by the usefulness
of quantifying the achievement of the sustainable development objectives at an microeconomic level
within the European context. The study offered the possibility for further development of pragmatism
in the context of deepening the analysis of new research directions. This fact has been enabled by
the legislative changes or by the impulse of the conjectural factors within the European market. The
authors proposed to extend the research on the entities operating in Ukraine, the neighboring country to
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the NE with Romania in order to conceptualize a standardized communication model of the reporting
entities with the stakeholders, without incurring higher costs of reporting. This would contribute to
their awareness of the negative effects caused by the clearing activities. Also, the authors proposed
to develop qualitative research, taking into account the demands of the stakeholders to identify the
determining factors that would lead to their support of CSR policies for entities operating in the
forestry field.
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Appendix A
Table A1. The synthesis of the main impact studies on the researched field.
Author

Aim

Results/Conclusion

Impact

Li and Gao [86]

This study explored the CSR activities
of Chinese forestry companies listed
on the Shanghai and Shenzhen stock
exchanges and analyses how they
differ from their international
counterparts.

“The results showed that Chinese
forestry companies’ CSR contents, like
their international counterparts, are
diverse and include the environment,
employees, communities, general
social issues, consumers and products,
investors and creditors, governments,
and supply chains”.

The average impact, due to the fact
that the study refers only to listed
entities and does not cover small and
medium-sized entities.

Lu et al. [8]

To investigate the asymmetric price
transmission within the food supply
chain (for the 2005–2016 period) and
its components (i.e., cereals and bread;
meat; milk, cheese and eggs; oils and
fat) at the EU-28 level and EU
country-specific level by using a
multivariate panel vector error
correction model (PVECM).

The results indicated that the study
also reveals that the two major firm
characteristics, influencing levels of
CSR disclosure by Chinese forestry
enterprises in 2015, are the firm size
and equity concentration.

The average impact based on the fact
that results cannot be generalized to a
vast number of existing small-scale
forestry enterprises in China.

Yin et al. [23]

Based on the analysis of the
connotation and realization
mechanism of CSR, the paper pointed
out that the coupling of forestry
investment and social responsibility is
embodied in the comprehensive
benefit and social responsibility
connotation of forestry investment,
and the consistency between forestry
investment and social responsibility
investment.

The results showed that the ecological
and social benefits of forestry
investment are far superior to
economic benefits. It is proved that
forestry investment is a feasible way
for enterprises to fulfill their social
responsibilities.

Average impact, which is due to the
fact that the recommendations and
policies to be followed by the entities
in the forestry sector but also by the
governments of the countries.

The key objective of this article was to
examine the perceptions of students
as future consumers concerning CSR
and the future of the forest industry.

Our findings indicated that
nationality and study field are
strongly associated with student CSR
perceptions. In addition, students
build their CSR perceptions on their
personal values and their overall
support for CSR. We additionally
explored how respondents perceive
the future of the forest industry. The
results underlined the complex and
context-dependent nature of
sustainable forest use in a future
bio-economy as an issue that cannot
be managed at the corporate level but
is dependent on perceptions, values,
and levels of industry knowledge
among stakeholders.

High impact, based on the fact that
this research has important
managerial implications for the forest
industry, particularly in the countries
depending on forest resources.

Pätäria et al. [87]
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Author

Aim

Results/Conclusion

Impact

Vartiak [88]

The principal purpose of this paper
was the identification of appropriate
content of the CSR report, following
the analysis and subsequent
comparison of available CSR reports.

The main finding was that in the
Americas, Europe, and the Asia
Pacific, the percentage of companies
with CSR reports is almost equal.
Also, there is no unified template for
CSR reports.

High impact due to the fact that the
recommended content of the CSR
report is interesting because it is a
combination of ten highest-quality
CSR reports.

Arminen et al. [24]

To capture the multi-dimensionality
of corporate responsibility (CR) and to
empirically study the development
paths of corporate social performance
(CSP) among large US companies.

Forest companies in the sample can be
classified into four trajectories, all of
which show consistent progress in the
level of CSP between 1991 and 2009.
That said, it appears that the forest
industry is still ways off in achieving
the third level in the hierarchy of CR
strategies—namely, CR innovation.

The research had a high impact due to
the size of the sample taken in the
study as well as through the analyzed
period.

This study assessed “collaboration
opportunities for developing common
CR reporting for non-industrial
private forest (NIPF) landowners and
independent small and medium-sized
sawmills (i.e., SME sawmills)”.

“The NIPF landowners and sawmill
managers share similar views on CR
reporting to a large extent in that both
groups mostly value the same
economic and social indicators, while,
at the same time, they have seen
mostly the same environmental
indicators as insignificant. Emphasis
on the economic and social issues is a
positive sign in the operations of the
forestry—sawmilling businesses for
promoting the social license to operate
(SLO), while, for some environmental
viewpoints, contradictions may exist”.

Average impact, which is due to the
fact that “further studies are required
to deepen the understanding of the
phenomenon of CR reporting in the
context of SME businesses in forestry
and sawmilling business, as well as in
SMEs, more generally”.

Ševčík et al. [25]

The paper proposed “indicators for
sustainability reporting, which are not
part of usual methodologies”.

The main effect of the presented
indicators can be seen that forest
enterprises are more comparable in
the public view. It is also possible to
expect a deeper awareness of both
investors and the general public of
forest management and its societal
benefits.

The research had a high impact due to
the “use of the proposed indicators
also expands the scope for
management decision-making in
favor of all forest ecosystem services
and with a higher effect in
environmental and social aspects of
management”.

Jindrichovska and
Purcărea [22]

The study analyzed the recent
developments of environmental
reporting in the Czech Republic and
Romania and planned to introduce
some basics of environmental
reporting into compulsory reporting
statements in the Czech Republic.

Results indicated that the standard of
CSR and environmental reporting is
based on the same principles in both
countries, but the particular
approaches differ. Non-prescriptive
approach to environmental reporting
should be adopted in the Czech
Republic, similarly to other developed
countries.

The average impact based on the fact
that the study encourages greater
openness to knowledge sharing about
social and environmental reporting
practices among Romanian and Czech
companies, as well as providing
insights into formulating government
policy decisions to promoting social
and environmental reporting.

Lahtinen et al. [89]

Source: Authors’ compilation.

policy decisions
to promoting
social and
environmental
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